
CONNECTING WITH
YOUR MIDDLE
SCHOOLER 

tips + resources 

for parents of middle

schoolers  

actively listen 

When talking with your child, practice
"Active Listening". Active listening shows
your child they are seen and heard. You can
practice this by:
-giving them your full attention 
-pointing your physical body toward them
-nodding or acknowledging their words
-repeating back what you've heard
-listening to hear and not waiting to reply

role modeling 

You are your child's first teacher. The behavior
and responses that you present will be what
your child deems "acceptable" or "normal". They
will knowingly or unknowingly imitate those
responses. 
The healthy behavior you wish to see your child
exhibit must be exhibited by you first and
foremost. It's never too late to notice an
unhealthy coping skill and decide to change it.
This also shows children that parents make
mistakes too and teaches them humility and
grace. 

engage their day to
day

Often, a teen just desires to feel seen and
heard during the ups and downs of
adolescence. You can engage them by:
-Asking about their day- use open ended
questions such as "tell me about your day"
or "whatever happened with you and your
friend after that argument?" 

validate their
emotions

Often, when teens reveal hard things to us
and the emotions they experience, we want
to "fix" it or give them advice. While this can
be good, we also need to validate their
experience. This can look like saying:
-"That sounds really frustrating" 
-"I can see why that would've annoyed you"
-"It's normal to feel angry about that"
-or even saying "your feelings are valid"  

find common interests  

If it seems like your teen will never open up or is
withdrawn at times, try finding any topic or thing
that you mutually enjoy and make that the focus.
This could be:
-Sports 
-Baking/cooking
-A TV show you both enjoy
-Your faiths 
This helps build mutual understanding, trust, and
bonding. If you're unsure of what your teen even
likes, ask them. Ask them what they enjoy lately
or sparks their interest. They will appreciate this. 

helpful social media accts  

 @the.holistic.parent: insightful information on parent
wounds and projection on to children 
@consciousdiscipline
@themompsychologist 
@responsive_parenting
@parentselfcare

https://www.thepathway2success.com/25-ways-to-
integrate-social-emotional-learning/



tips + resources 

for parents of elementary

schoolers  

Consistency + boundaries 

Keeping your child on a consistent schedule +
consistent in the boundaries you set is
important. This can look like:
-Setting your child's bedtime for 8 every night
-Setting boundaries such as: "if you continue
to do X, then Y will happen" and follow through
-Consistent expectations: if your expectation
is that your child cleans up their plate after
dinner, then reinforce that expectation each
time 

 

Discipline follow-up

Sometimes, our kids do things they shouldn't, and as
loving parents, a punishment may be necessary.
However, following that punishment, it is pertinent
that a conversation is had where the child
understands WHY what they did was punished and
then reinforcing your love. This can look like:
"Johnny, you continued to play your video game
after I asked you to clean your room. It is the
expectation that your room is clean before playing
games- that is why you are now grounded for the
evening. Do you understand?" 

modeling healthy
responses

How you respond to triggers, anxiety, and
stress is crucial in the way that your child
perceives these threats and learns to deal
with them. If you experience your own
anxiety or depression, it's even more
important that you work to find healthy
coping skills so that your child can model
those. If your child consistently sees you
panic or become dysregulated, they will
often learn to model that. 

Help them IDentify their
emotions/self soothe 

Prompting your child to ID their emotions
can look like:
-Pointing out their scrunched up nose, and
frowny eye brows signifiying anger
-Their dropped head, low shoulders, and
tearful eyes signifying their sadness 

Offer coping skills 

If you notice your child is experiencing an
emotion, possibly anger or frustration, you can
say "Sally, I see that you are angry. Try taking a
few deep breaths. I can do it with you if you'd
like" 
This shows your child you see their feelings,
offer a healthy coping skill, and are willing to do
it with them as a team. 
You could also offer: talking it out, taking a
break, going for a walk, or getting a glass of
water to cool down. During this time, try not to
get angry or annoyed. Your child may be small,
but they are human too and just the way you and
I get upset or have hard, annoying days, so do
our children. Showing them that these emotions
are "okay" to have, will help encourage them to
identifty and deal with them in a healthy way. 

incorporate meditation/prayer 

Mindfulness Meditation is a great way for a child to
slow down and notice what they are thinking/feeling
and helps with anxiety and overstimulation. 

Try starting your child's day with a 2 min. meditation
video such as this: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFdZXwE6fRE  

You can also incorporate prayer- praying at start of
day or at end of day together- to build family resilience
and faith 

elementary students:
emotional

regulation 
 


